
226 The Warbler Did It 

 

WHAT IT IS 

Ted had an uneasy feeling that he might not make it to the end of the night shift and when 

Graham showed up thrusting his three digit fist in the air and generously showered him with 

expletives, Ted knew his time as an INSECT technician was over. Ted’s explanation of events 

fell on deaf ears with Graham parading around INSECT’s temporary compound ridiculing his 

story that a knight showed up at midnight and with a fiery sword in hand, liquified the locks on 

the cages and released all the songbirds INSECT was using in their experiments. Security 

escorted Ted into the damp Missouri morning with not so much as a bus ticket to get him home. 

The flight of the songbirds is a poet’s dreamy vision of unknown sensations and wide eyed 

bemusements of what a life, lived well and free, must be like when the shackles of tiny tyrannies 

chained to distressed lives are raised up to something resembling a heaven. Is it the soaring to 

grand heights or the desire of the adventure? For the pedestrian, it may be neither, just a frantic 

grasp for a glimpse inside another’s world…to feel the feather and live on the wing. The flight of 

the songbird is more about hope then depression, they will go where we can not or will not and 

although we resign ourselves to the terrestrial, most will not condemn them because 

condemnation will magnify our exposure in this sordid affair and peel back the layers of 

detachment from nightingales to night hawks. We have done our best to discourage these 



adventures with roadblocks, chemicals, particulates and interferences only human ingenuity 

could manage but still they fly to great heights and hidden destinations. 

WHAT IT IS NOT 

Little Mr. Deakins was upset! He spread his wings far apart in an effort to intimidate and he 

scored the gravel with his feet, sending small plumes of dust in the air, just as Feather, No. 1 and 

a small warbler dismounted from their horse. Little Mr. Deakins was not a fan of change, he had 

a small group of companions and that was enough for him. Point out the fact that just a few 

months ago he disliked Jackson, loathed the duck, thought the horse too slow, the translucent 

man too weird and now all these assertions met with a rooster’s shrug. Through some pain, Little 

Mr. Deakins shattered the bonds of solitude that he and Jared carefully assembled in their minute 

community of us versus them. With each broken bond, a vulnerability altered a state and shone a 

light on an entrenched place, but not necessarily a dark place. This irritated Little Mr. Deakins, 

but slowly he came around, grudgingly at first, accepting and then a final embrace. 

Feather was not here to befriend a rooster, so she ignored the bird and walked straight toward the 

translucent man being soothed by Mrs. B. The presentation of the songbird as a gift, fleeting and 

unpossessable, hot wired the all but seized innards of the translucent man and as he considered 

all that this bird encompassed, he summoned up the images that linger outside of the self and 

decided that his mission must continue. 

 


